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Written by two distinguished Egyptologists, the book covers art, architecture, monuments, society,

daily life, hieroglyphics, and the pyramids.
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This book reads well, in a subject area where turgid prose is the rule. It begins with topical sections

giving a good overview, each of which can be read in an hour or two. Then it proceeds on a journey

down the length of the Nile. Although I needed to read more specialized books, at the price of turgid

prose, to delve deeply into some aspects of Egyptian prehistory, I regret that I had not started with

this one. This book will do nicely as the ONLY or the FIRST book on Egypt in one's library,

depending upon one's needs. Having read several books on Egypt previously ,which lacked good

maps, the topical maps in this book justify the entire expense.

So much information in Eqyptian history! The Cultural Atlas presents precise tools, that is maps and

charts, which I reference often. These well-analyzed pieces are critical helps to my ingesting the

periods, dynasties, places, economics, and life-style of three thousand years of history.

This is the second edition of one of the finest summations of ancient Egyptian civilization ever

written for the general reader. Not only is this an exellent introduction to many aspects of Egypt, it is

a visual delight. The maps, especially, configure in the reader's mind spacial relationships and their



cultural implications. Other illustrations of temple precincts and related architectural elements of

Egyptian life supplement the excellent writing, written for, but never "down to" non-specialists. If I

were to own only one reference work on ancient Egypt, this would be the one.

Excellent, not only for students of Egyptology, but also for anyone with a keen interest in ancient

Egypt. This book covers all periods from Prehistory to the Roman Period. It covers all major sites,

and includes the archaeology, art and architecture, as well as the customs and religion of the people

of ancient Egypt.

The very best one-volume Egypt, according to many. I had to buy this one for a gift for a newbie...

If you are interested in ancient cultures as I am this is a great addition to your studies. It gives you a

visual element to what can be just words on a page. If you only have a passing curiosity about

Egypt it is a wonderful way to dip your feet in the Nile for just a little while. If you like maps and

graphics it is a thrill ride.

Excellent overview of the Ancient Egyptian world. A great companion to more detailed histories. Has

excellent maps, illustrations and photographs.

Very good atlas, with high quality pictures and exhaustive notes and descriptions.Sites sequence

follows a geographical and historical criterias.A must have for any approach to egyptology.
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